that they would not have to be "quarks" to permit the construction of a theory of baryons. The great disadvantage, from our point of view, is that with n=4 (see Table I ), we would be forced to start with an even higher symmetry group, namely W4 (or SW4) which when broken would lead to U4 (or SU4) rather than to the thus-far-successful Us (or SUs) group. We consider it preferable to hold the "baryon-lepton" principle in abeyance at this stage and to seek experimental evidence for broken Ws (or SWs) among the ha, drons.
Finally, we note that there is no very strong reason for restricting oneself to a four-fermion nonlinear interaction model. One might inquire whether postulating in addition, say, a six-fermion interaction would alter the chief conclusions. The answer is negative if one considers some simple forms of the six-fermion interaction, One can write down a six-fermion interaction among three "basic" fields' having the structure I'~(f&C 'Qk2) QaC 1QPl).
P &tmneijk(P Q -1Q g, . )
X(lt. &-'Qsp, :)(it. c-Qslt. )+H.c. (40) which is invariant under SUs, but not under U, )in (40), Qt, Qs, (3) - (5) is not dependent on the strict exponential form exhibited in (1).What is truly relevant is that existing experimental data suggest that at high energies, at a 6xed angle 8 in the center-ofmass system, the differential cross sections all -& 0 faster than any power law. We speculate that this fast approach to zero is independent of the speci6c process.
5. We observe that, in pp elastic collision, both of the two final protons receive large p, without breaking up.
Consider next electron-nucleon elastic scattering at high energies. Here, it is also dificult to transfer large momentum to the nucleon without the emission of many pions. On the other hand, no such difficulty is to be associated with the electron. Therefore, it is perhaps not unreasonable to relate the electron-nucleon diGerential cross section at large angles to the square root of that of pp scattering. In other words, one would try to relate the form factors G in ep scattering to the fourth root of the elastic pp scattering differential cross section.
To pursue this line of speculation one must identify the variable q' of G(IIs) with the proper variables in pp scattering.
In order to do this, it is necessary to form a picture describing the remarkable fact implicit in (1) that large longitudinal momentum transfers in pp scattering are not costly, as large pi is. We argue that this fact is "understandable" for two reasons: (1) Since each proton is an extended object, pieces of the two may be exchanged, leading to large longitudinal momentum transfers. (2) Different parts of a proton possess instantaneous momenta relative to each other. In the laboratory system, these momenta acquire large longitudinal components. Now, for an eP collision, the above reasons do not apply (since no exchange of t'pieces" can take place between e and p), and "longitudinal" momentum transfer must be treated on a similar footing as "transverse" momentum transfer. Thus we argue that we should where (do./dQ)(90', pP~pp) is taken at a center-ofmass momentum= (q')'i' for each proton. Again (7) may be valid even if (1) 
where qs is measured in (BeV/c)'. Equation (6) is applicable only for sufficiently large q'. Whether it should be applied to both form factors, or only to the one that contributes dominantly to the cross section at large q', is unclear to us. In Fig. 1 we plot the experimental form factors' Gg and G~and compare them with (6). We notice that if the measurements are extended to higher q', (6) yields form factors very different from any power law. Since the mechanism of interaction in ep and pp collisions are quite different, the factor 8 in (6) may vary slowly with q', say like a power of q'. Our speculation, more precisely, is then lnG(q') -+ -, ' as q' -+~, (7) ln(do/i') (90', PP~PP) s Equation (6) is not inconsistent with the required analyticity of G(g') in the cut plane. If, furthermore, G(q') is bounded by a polynomial in q' in this cut plane, then (6} implies that the discontinuity of G(g') across the cut oscillates an infinite number of times about zero.
7. We have no cogent arguments for the exponential form (1). We observe, however, that it is consistent with the following idea: Different regions of an extended object (the proton) contribute iedePendeefty to the factor that describes the probability for the object not to break up. Such a line of reasoning also suggests that for a process such as A+B~C+D+E+I' where all particles are strongly interacting particles, the rapid falloff factor at high energies is For example, the elastic differential cross section in various isotopic spin channels may have on the average the same absolute amplitude with random relative phases. This assumption is similar to the one used by Fermi' in his discussion of the charge distribution of multiple pion production (and is quite independent of our discussions in the previous sections). Consequences of this assumption on the large angle elastic and charge exchange differential cross sections will be discussed in the Appendix. Also discussed there are similar considerations concerning spin correlations in such scatterings.
The above arguments are of course highly speculative. Phys. Rev. 126, 806 (1962) .
